
 

INTONATION (10 pts) 

Indicate the type of intonation in the following sentences (i.e. fall↘, rise↗, fall-rise↘↗, rise-fall↗ ↘) (0.5 pts) 
and provide a justification for the intonation direction in each sentence (0.5 pts).   

SENTENCES INTONATION JUSTIFICATION 

1. Oh, I didn’t see you coming!  (Rise-fall)  long expression 

2. I bet you didn’t expect that, did you?  (falling)  rhetorical question 

3. Are you sure we should open this envelope?  (Fall rise)  uncertainty 

4. Our school has a library, a tennis court, and a football stadium.  (Rise-fall)  list 

5. Which color do you want for your website background? (falling)  wh question 

6. Do you have an idea for a solution?  (rising)  yes/ no question 

7. Do you prefer to read books or magazines?  (Rise-fall)  Choices 

8. You didn't think I would say yes to that, did you?  (falling)  rhetorical question 

9. If you fail again, I won’t be able to help you. (Rise-fall)  Conditional statement 

10. What a beautiful view!  (fall)  short expression 
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SENTENCES INTONATION JUSTIFICATION 

1. Oh, I didn’t see you coming!    

2. I bet you didn’t expect that, did you?    

3. Are you sure we should open this envelope?    

4. Our school has a library, a tennis court, and a football stadium.    

5. Which color do you want for your website background?   

6. Do you have an idea for a solution?    

7. Do you prefer to read books or magazines?    

8. You didn't think I would say yes to that, did you?    

9. If you fail again, I won’t be able to help you.   

10. What a beautiful view!    
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